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In the follow-up to her popularÃ‚Â Feng Shui Life Planner, world-famous author Lillian Too reveals

how to use the extraordinarily accurate Plum Blossom Oracle to interpret the I Ching. Until now, this

system has remained the secret of a select group, but Too's instructions and 120

illustrations-including plenty of charts-allow a much wider readership to penetrate this ancient form

of divination. The Plum Blossom Oracle features 2 different methods, the Early Heaven and the

more advanced Later Heaven, each with its own particular arrangements. See how to read the

hexagrams, which contain 64 possible permutations, to find divine guidance. Interpret the symbols

and signs that manifest themselves as everyday events, dreams, or unexpected encounters. You'll

gain deeper insight into your personal and professional life.
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Lillian Too is an author of international acclaim and a world authority on Feng Shui. Coming from a

Chinese family, Lillian was brought up in that tradition, and throughout her early years in Malaysia,

her time at Harvard and subsequent years as a sucessful banker in Hong Kong, Lillian always

consulted the I Ching using the Plum Blossom Oracle.

This book on the numerology of the I Ching, a subject of that I am also expert and book author,

however in Portuguese, is very well illustrated, ample and medianly deep.But the author makes

some adaptations that run away to the thought oriental (Chinese) in its origin, therefore the



numerology of the I Ching is based on number 8 while the one that it displays in this book is based

on number 9.However this does not compromise the quality of the book and its importance as form

of making familiar themselves and going deep the subject. Very good! I really recommend this book.

I've been interested in the I ching since the 70's and I love the way this book presents the I ching.

Easy to read and understand.

A sort of fortune teller's I Ching, this book is based on the very effective Plum Blossom method of

Shao Yong, the Sung dynasty philosopher. The book is a typical Lillian Too visual production, not

entirely to my taste, but it has interesting information some of which is original. There are other

books on the Plum Blossom method and fortune teller's I Ching that compare favorably with this

one, especially The Tao of I Ching by Jou Tsung Hwa, and the now out of print books by W.K.Chu

and W.A.Sherrill, Anthology of I Ching and The Astrology of I Ching. There is another book that

contains an effective I Ching predictive method based on Chinese astrology, Feng Shui Strategies

for Business Success. Be all that as it may, this book is well worth purchasing by anyone interested

in the many possibilities of working with the I Ching. I would give it 5 Stars except I don't like the

pictures, sorry.

This book is an interpretation and, as such, must simply be "trusted" as one.But as a book to be

read and used - it is simple, direct and very very clear. I completely love it. The writing is concise

and brief. The illustrations are interesting and supportive. Its perfect.
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